Abstract-In this paper, an ADaptive Immune Algorithm (ADIA) based on the artificial immune system (AIS) is proposed for the dependent task scheduling on Network on Chip (NoC). We increase the diversity of population of AIS in two ways, and improve the output result of scheduling. On one hand, new calculation method of the number of clones and the probability of mutation are proposed to enlarge the search space appropriately. On the other hand, our algorithm adopts an adaptive strategy to enable the local search to drive the population evolution when evolution speed is low after many iterative processes. Moreover, the influences of different factors in the proposed algorithm are studied. The comparative simulation results show that our algorithm always outperforms the tradition algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Network-on-Chip (NoC) is one of the most important technologies emerged in current multiprocessor systems. With the development and progress of the related technologies, NoC becomes the focus and advances technology in the related fields. The NoC is applied to solve many complex systems, such as in LTE [1] [2] [3] . As the solution of NoC has been more popular, researchers have focused on the task scheduling problem in NoC. To achieve the optimum solution, many heuristics are proposed, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [4] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [6] , and simulated annealing (SA) [7] .
In this paper, we propose an adaptive approach to scheduling real-time tasks based on an artificial immune system (AIS) for NoCs. Our work performs populationbased optimization in order to find an optimal schedule. It extracts the knowledge from an individual which determines the evolution of the population including clone selection, clone mutation, individual extinction, and evolution speed. To drive the evolution speed, the adaptive strategy combined with the local search approach [8] is applied to our algorithm. Besides, given the trend that scheduling problem on NoCs not only focusing on the minimization of the completion time of all tasks, but also increasingly concerning with use efficiency of resources, multi-objective scheduling is also considered in our paper, including scheduling length (makespan), load balance [9] and average link load [10] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section II reviews the related work in this area; Section III presents our proposal in detail; experimental results are shown in Section IV and Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, there have been many population-based algorithms of solving real-time task scheduling problem on NoC-based MPSoC, such as genetic algorithm (GA) and artificial immune system (AIS). In [4] , GA is applied to task scheduling in multiprocessor system, in which GA shows its robust performance. Reference [11] proposed an energy efficient static algorithm based on genetic algorithm which optimizes the energy consumption of task communication in NoCs. In [12] , it investigates genetic algorithm for static task scheduling in wormhole NoCbased systems to make all tasks and communication meet their deadlines.
For the artificial immune system, Reference [13] proposes an efficient method of extracting knowledge when scheduling parallel programs onto processors using an artificial immune system. In [14] , a combinatorial optimization algorithms based on artificial immune systems is proposed to minimize the completion time. Reference [15] designs an algorithm based on artificial immune system to scheduling for heterogeneous computing environments.
III.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM This section presents a detailed description of the proposed ADIA, including the algorithm flow and various features borrowed from AIS and the local search.
A. Framework
The algorithm flow of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 1 . The population is randomly initialized, and each individual in the population, namely antibody, represent a solution for task scheduling. After the population initialization, the task priority of each task is calculated using its bottom level [4] . Following the task prioritization, each individual is evaluated and ranked by the fitness value calculated by equation (1) , then a set of immune operations, including clone selection and mutation, is performed. To this point, the system estimates if the evolution speed is lower than a threshold. If the test result is yes, LS is then applied to each individual in the 3rd International Conference on Electric and Electronics (EEIC 2013) 
B. Encoding of Solutions
The population in ADIA consists of a group of antibodies and each antibody represents a candidate assignment solution to the given scheduling. Antibodies are encoded as the strings of integers. Cell-indexes of the string depict task numbers and value of each cell of string represents the processor which task is assigned to. Suppose there are T tasks and P processors, so each cell of the string has the number between 0 and P-1. The example of an antibody for one problem with 10 tasks and 5 processors is illustrated in figure 2.
C. Diversification Using AIS
1) The affinity of antibodies AIS acts upon a population of antibodies, which are modified by the affinity. The antibodies which have higher affinity are cloned, and the number of clones is proportional to the affinity of the antibody. Meanwhile, the probability of mutation for clones is inversely proportional to the affinity of the antibody. In other words, the affinity is critical to AIS. In our work, we regard the rank of the individual as the affinity for this individual. Firstly, the algorithm computes the fitness for each individual by simulating the execution of the program with the allocation encoded in the individual. Then, we rank individuals in the population according to the fitness. The 
where makespan , _ load balance , _ _ ave link load are normalized results, makespan is the time span for the NoC to complete all tasks.
The load balance measures the inverse coefficient of the total workload on each processor p i . The larger load balance value suggests better balanced schedule. The load balance is defined as follow:
The average link load monitors the traffic load on each link, and is defined to be the average value of traffic loads on all links.
The largest fitness means the highest affinity for the individual, and the rank of the individual is assigned to be 0.
2) Clone selection Selection is performed in every generation based on the affinity of antibodies. The expected number of times C i for the antibody i being selected is inversely proportional to its rank r: C i =C 0 ／(r+1) where C 0 , the number of clones for the best individual, is a parameter of the operator. In our work, the calculation method of clone number differs from other artificial immune algorithms [13] in that we expanse the global search space with the same C 0 , which is useful to diversify the population.
3) Mutation
All selected clones undergo the mutation process, the mutation ratio of the individual i is proportional to the rank r of the clone's parent. The probability of mutation is given by p=round(P 0 •(0.2+ΔP•r)•n), where P 0 is the average probability of the mutation for the best parent, increased by ΔP for each following individual. Then the algorithm randomly selects p cells and sets them to a random value. In [13] , p=round(P 0 •(1+ΔP• r)•n), there the number of mutation of the better individual is apparently more. Then, we select clones with better affinity to keep evolving. Note that partial individuals that have worse fitness value are obsolete in the evolution processor.
D. The Adaptive System
Given the evolvement is based on the random method; the speed of evolution is also random. The evolution speed is the difference between the fitness of the best child and the fitness of the best parent. Our work drives them to evolve rapidly, when the evolution speed of the population is lower than a threshold. The main steps of the adaptive approach are described in Algorithm 1.
The number of individuals in the subset is determined by the parameter sampling_rate. The neighborhood solution x' is generated by randomly swapping positions of two genes in the antibody. After completing the local search, the algorithm combines the results of local search with the results of AIS. Then the new generation has been generated, they will keep evolution till meeting the end condition.
Algorithm1:flow of the adaptive method 1. calculate the evolution speed of the AIS offspring 2. if the speed is lower than the threshold do 3. initialize the subset to undergo the local search processor 4. for each solution x in the subset do 5. repeat 6. k = 0 7. while k < k max do 8. examine a neighborhood solution x' of x 9. calculate the fitness of x', if the evolution speed of x' is reach the requirement, then x = x'; otherwise set k ++ 10. end while 11. end for 12. combine subset with the offspring from AIS 13. end if
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Test Bed
In order to test the performance of the proposed ADIA algorithm, task graphs that are treated as the benchmark problems are generated by TGFF [16] . In this paper, there are four graph sizes, including 40, 60, 80, and 100. Meanwhile, each size contains 100 different graphs with similar characteristics which can be achieved with different seeds. Parameters values for TGFF are summarized in table I .
Each task graph is tested with same settings of communication-to-computation (CCR) [17] and processor number. To evaluate the performance of our proposal, we implement the scheduling algorithm in C++, and simulate the produced schedules under a SystemC based cycleaccurate NoC simulator. 
B. Comparison Parameter Setting
The comparison result is presented with the ratio between two comparative algorithms, which is benefit for us to observe the performance difference. There are some common parameters in all comparative algorithms such as population size and weights in the fitness, where population size is 1000 and w 1 =0.8, w 2 =0.1, w 3 =0.
In our proposal, there is a wide range of parameter settings, which are summarized as: C 0 =100, P 0 =0.1, ΔP=0.5, sampling_rate=0.3, and k max =4. To keep pool size the same, the number of obsolete individuals is equal to the increase of evolving individuals. In GA, selection rate is 45%, crossover rate is 40% and mutation rate is 15%. 
C. Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with those of the other two state-of-art scheduling algorithms including IBS in [13] and GA in [4] . In our paper, we only adopt the learning mode in [13] to compare with the proposed algorithm, because our study only focuses on learning mode.
The experimental results are described in figure 3 . For each scale of task graph, every data in figure is the average of one performance objective ratio from 100 graphs. The optimal solution is obtained, when algorithms cannot find a better solution in consecutive 20 iterations in the population which has undergone evolution at least 40 generations. In the figure, all the results are normalized to the ADIA correspondence.
It is obvious that our proposed ADIA consistently outperforms IBS and GA in all test cases. On one hand, compared to other algorithms, the schedule provides by ADIA finishes the whole tasks faster. Taking the normalized makespan with 40 tasks as an example, compared to IBS the scheduling length of ADIA is reduced by7%, and it is 5% shorten than GA. On the other hands, it is notable that the ADIA is able to take advantage of resources more effectively. With the scale of scheduling problem increasing, the performance of the ADIA is also remarkable.
The advantage of our algorithm is that its search ability is strengthened by combining AIS with LS, hence, the population diversity of ADIA is more abundant than other algorithms. Moreover, the makespan optimized by ADIA is always shorter than both IBS and GA. However, the actually makespan acquired in the SystemC based NoC simulator sometimes is larger than that of IBS and GA, which is the reason that why the performance of ADIA in the figure is not so preeminent.
D. Factor Analysis
In order to find the significant of the calculation of the mutation, experiments are made with two different methods:
(1)
The former is our proposal, the latter is proposed in [13] and the results are showed in table II. In the table, each data is the average value of one objective for each graph size. The unit of the makespan is cycle, and the unit of the link load is flit. Obviously, the first method can deliver the better solution and the improvement is larger. The difference between the is that the probability of the better individual in the former is lower. In other words, the individual is better; the probability of mutation should be smaller. So, based on the simulation results, our selection of the method of the mutation is more suitable for the scheduling problem in the NoC multiprocessor context.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY
In this paper, a novel hybrid meta-heuristic-based approach for solving task scheduling problem with multiobjectives in the multiprocessor system has been proposed by means of incorporating AIS with LS. Generally, our approach is improved upon a tradition AIS in two aspects. First, by means of proper calculation method of clone selection and mutation, the evolution in a right direction is guided with a great probability. Second, an adaptive system is introduced to improve the algorithm efficiency. Both manners are useful to diversify the population.
The performance of our proposed algorithm is compared with two related algorithms: IBS, GA. In experimental results, it shows that our proposed approach consistently outperforms the other two schedulers in terms of three schedule objectives. Besides, that proper mutation has a big influence on the performance of ADIA has been proved. The next work will further more study ADIA, and apply it to solve other multi-objective scheduling problems.
